ON BOARD. IN LOVE.
As deep and inspiring as your love, the sea makes a sublime setting for romance. Discover the breathtaking possibilities of a
wedding with Royal Caribbean ®. Your personal wedding planner brings your vision to life, while your day-of coordinator ensures a
flawless event. From the vows to the reception to the honeymoon, your multi-destination Royal Wedding will be picture-perfect
and uniquely you.

WEDDING PACKAGES
Vows at Sea

Celebrate your love for one another at sea. Choose one of our spectacular venues to say I do, and invite friends and family to share in
the occasion. Exclusive treats, including a bottle of Moët & Chandon, dinner for two at a Specialty Restaurant, mimosas and breakfastin-bed, a decorated stateroom and more make this adventure as romantic as it gets.

Intimately Yours
From your choice of venue to a honeymoon dinner for two at a specialty restaurant, this package includes everything you need for an
intimate romantic celebration. Say “I do” during a ceremony with just the two of you, or invite up to 10 guests. Plus, enjoy a bottle of
Moët & Chandon, mimosas and breakfast-in-bed, chocolate-covered strawberries and more.

Destination I Do

Celebrate with a seaside romance at your destination or onboard the ship during a port day. Choose from available venues and invite
up to 50 guests. Top off the occasion with a bottle of bubbly, transportation to and from the port venue and more.

Embark on Romance

All aboard to celebrate your union. Invite sailing and non-sailing guests to share in your special occasion with a ceremony
during embarkation day. Choose from available venues onboard, and enjoy VIP treatment while you sail — including a bottle of
Moët & Chandon, dinner for two at a specialty restaurant, mimosas and breakfast-in-bed, chocolate-covered strawberries and more.
Plus, priority check-in means less time in line and more time for adventure together.

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ROYAL WEDDINGS WITH ROYAL CARIBBEAN.
Royal Caribbean is unable to accept new wedding requests for sailings through December 31, 2021.
Contact your travel advisor for more information.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Start your wedding on the right note with live music at the ceremony. Then dance away
at your reception with a live band, pianist, or DJ.

FLOWERS
From custom bouquets to accents and arrangements, Royal Weddings offers an array
of floral options to make your celebration more colorful.

RECEPTIONS
Create a reception that reflects your personal sense of style. Choose from a variety of
unique options ‑ from cocktail parties to restaurant buy-outs.

SPA SERVICES
Pamper yourself with a couples’ massage, a warm towel shave or prepare for your
special day with a private hair and makeup session.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Capture your special moment with our team of professionally trained photographers.

MARRIAGE DOCUMENTS
Our licensing specialists will help keep your experience stress free with customized
preparation of your marriage documents.
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